Application of Single-Station Sigma and Site-Response Characterization in a Probabilistic Seismic-Hazard Analysis for a New Nuclear Site


Abstract  Aleatory variability in ground-motion prediction, represented by the standard deviation (sigma) of a ground-motion prediction equation, exerts a very strong influence on the results of probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis (PSHA). This is especially so at the low annual exceedance frequencies considered for nuclear facilities; in these cases, even small reductions in sigma can have a marked effect on the hazard estimates. Proper separation and quantification of aleatory variability and epistemic uncertainty can lead to defensible reductions in sigma. One such approach is the single-station sigma concept, which removes that part of sigma corresponding to repeatable site-specific effects. However, the site-to-site component must then be constrained by site-specific measurements or else modeled as epistemic uncertainty and incorporated into the modeling of site effects. The practical application of the single-station sigma concept, including the characterization of the dynamic properties of the site and the incorporation of site-response effects into the hazard calculations, is illustrated for a PSHA conducted at a rock site under consideration for the potential construction of a nuclear power plant.

Introduction

Probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis (PSHA) is the preferred approach to evaluate potential earthquake motions at the sites of critical facilities such as nuclear power plants, because it provides a rational framework for the capture of uncertainties. Elements of aleatory variability, reflecting inherent (and theoretically irreducible) randomness—such as future earthquake locations—are incorporated directly into the PSHA integrations. Epistemic uncertainties, reflecting lack of knowledge regarding earthquake processes in general and about the site and region under study specifically, are captured through the use of logic trees.

To the extent that resources allow, it should always be an objective to gather geological, seismological, geophysical, and geotechnical data that will reduce the total uncertainty in the hazard estimates. In this regard, there is a clear benefit in ensuring that any element of apparent aleatory variability that is in fact an epistemic uncertainty is, as a first step, removed from the hazard integrations and transferred to the logic-tree formulation. As a second step, newly acquired data may then allow the reduction of this component of the epistemic uncertainty. In this regard, an important development in the last decade is the identification of epistemic components of the aleatory variability in ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs), commonly referred to as sigma. The concept, in its most general sense, is referred to as nonergodic sigma (Anderson and Brune, 1999) and in its most common application as single-station sigma (Atkinson, 2006). The results of PSHA are very sensitive to the value of sigma; and, for the low annual exceedance frequencies relevant to defining design motions for nuclear facilities, even small reductions in sigma can bring appreciable benefits (Bommer and Abrahamson, 2006). Pursuing defensible reductions in sigma is worthwhile and also more promising than unjustifiable truncation of the residual distribution by imposing unrealistically low limits on the number of standard deviations considered in PSHA calculations (Strasser et al., 2008).

This paper presents a framework for implementing the concept of single-station sigma and its intimate relationship to the site-response characterization. After explaining the framework, the practical application of the approach is illustrated through a case history for a nuclear power plant site.

Sigma and the Partially Nonergodic Approach

In applying a GMPE to the assessment of seismic hazard at a specific location, the interest is in the variation of motions at this site due to different earthquakes that could occur over time. Because it is rare to have recordings from the location under study, and even in the few cases for which such recordings exist they will cover at most a few decades, PSHA generally invokes what is called the ergodic assumption (Anderson and Brune, 1999). The ergodic assumption essentially states that variability over space can be used as a substitute for variation over time. It is invoked in practice because the sigma values calculated from regression analyses to develop
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GMPEs represent the variability over space (i.e., across many different sites and sometimes many regions), yet the resulting models are applied to a single site. However, multiple recordings from similar events recorded at individual sites generally display lower variability than indicated by the sigma values of GMPEs (e.g., Atkinson, 2006; Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2011). The reason for these differences is that there are site-to-site variations among sites characterized by the same site parameterization (e.g., $V_{S30}$ value), and these variations are included within the sigma values of GMPEs, but these variations are not present when considering a single site.

If the repeatable contributions to the seismic motion at the site of interest (i.e., the site term) can be modeled through an appropriate adjustment to the median ground-motion predictions, then the sigma value can be reduced by an amount that reflects the variability in the site term. The resulting value of sigma is referred to as single-station sigma (Atkinson, 2006). The single-station sigma concept can only be invoked if the site term is known with accuracy or if epistemic uncertainty in the site term is incorporated into the PSHA. The single-station sigma value is referred to as single-station sigma (Atkinson, 2006). The ergodic assumption effectively folds the epistemic uncertainty regarding individual site terms into the sigma value of the GMPE, representing it as aleatory variability.

The development of the single-station sigma concept is presented using the notation of Al Atik et al. (2010). Total residuals ($\Delta_{es}$), defined as the difference between recorded ground motions and the values predicted by a GMPE (in natural log units), are separated into a between-event term ($\delta B_e$) and a within-event term ($\delta W_{es}$): 

$$\Delta_{es} = \delta B_e + \delta W_{es}, \quad (1)$$

in which the subscripts denote an observation for event $e$ at station $s$. The terms $\delta B_e$ and $\delta W_{es}$ have standard deviations $\tau$ and $\phi$, respectively. The within-event residuals can in turn be separated into

$$\delta W_{es} = \delta S2S_s + \delta WS_{es}, \quad (2)$$

in which $\delta S2S_s$ represents the systematic deviation of the observed ground motion at site $s$ (i.e., the site term) from the median event-corrected ground motion predicted by the GMPE, and $\delta WS_{es}$ is the site- and event-corrected residual. The standard deviations of the $\delta S2S_s$ and $\delta WS_{es}$ terms are denoted by $\phi_{S2S}$ and $\phi_{WS}$, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the components of the total residual, their respective standard deviations, and the terminology used for each standard deviation component.

In traditional (i.e., ergodic) PSHA, all of the residual components are considered as part of the aleatory variability, such that

$$\sigma_{\text{ergodic}} = \sqrt{\tau^2 + \phi_{ss}^2 + \phi_{S2S}^2}. \quad (3)$$

In the partially nonergodic approach, the site term ($\delta S2S_s$) is assumed to be known (or knowable), and hence its standard deviation ($\phi_{S2S}$) is excluded from equation (3). The reason this is partially nonergodic rather than fully nonergodic is that there is a path component that also contributes to variability at a site, and only if this path-to-path variability is removed can the approach be considered fully nonergodic. The standard deviation for the partially nonergodic approach is known as the single-station sigma and is given by

$$\sigma_{ss} = \sqrt{\tau^2 + \phi_{ss}^2}. \quad (4)$$

The principal motivation to adopt a partially nonergodic PSHA approach in a site-specific hazard study is to clearly separate aleatory variability and epistemic uncertainty. An additional motivation is to avoid double counting uncertainty. This double counting results if the site-to-site variability ($\phi_{S2S}$) is included in the total sigma (see equation 3), and in addition the site term is assigned an epistemic uncertainty.

A corollary benefit of adopting a partially nonergodic approach is that the value of single-station phi ($\phi_{ss}$) has proven to be relatively constant across different regions and tectonic environments (Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2013); hence, estimates from other regions can be applied to regions in which the paucity of recordings preclude regional estimates.

The essential requirements to apply a partially nonergodic PSHA approach are (1) the median value of the site term ($\delta S2S_s$) must be properly estimated for the site under

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residual Component</th>
<th>Residual Notation</th>
<th>Standard Deviation Component</th>
<th>Definition of Standard Deviation Component*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total residual</td>
<td>$\Delta_{es}$</td>
<td>Total or ergodic standard deviation</td>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{ergodic}} = \text{std}(\Delta_{es})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event term</td>
<td>$\delta B_e$</td>
<td>Between-event (or interevent) standard deviation (tau)</td>
<td>$\tau = \text{std}(\delta B_e)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event-corrected residual</td>
<td>$\delta W_{es}$</td>
<td>Within-event (or intraevent) standard deviation (phi)</td>
<td>$\phi = \text{std}(\delta W_{es})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site term</td>
<td>$\delta S2S_s$</td>
<td>Site-to-site variability</td>
<td>$\phi_{S2S} = \text{std}(\delta S2S_s)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site- and event-corrected residual</td>
<td>$\delta WS_{es}$</td>
<td>Event-corrected single-station standard deviation (single-station phi)</td>
<td>$\phi_{ss} = \text{std}(\delta WS_{es})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*std(·) denotes the standard deviation operator.
analysis, and both (2) the epistemic uncertainty in the site term and (3) the epistemic uncertainty in the single-station sigma must be taken into account. The Estimation of the Site Term and its Epistemic Uncertainty section presents the means by which the site term and its epistemic uncertainty can be computed.

Estimation of the Site Term and its Epistemic Uncertainty

The site term represents the average deviation of ground motions at a site from the predictions of the GMPE. The median site term at a location where hazard is computed can be quantified if an instrument is located at the site and sufficient measurements are made. The uncertainty on the site term can also be estimated from the measurements using standard statistical tools. Unfortunately, very few sites where PSHA is conducted have instruments at the site that permit these types of estimates. Alternatively, the site term can be estimated numerically.

A key component of the site term is the response of near-surface materials. Site-response effects are typically quantified by amplification factors (AFs), which represent the ratio of the spectral acceleration at a given spectral period at the surface divided by the spectral acceleration at the same period at the reference rock velocity horizon. Site-response simulations are used to compute AFs for the site-specific conditions. Computed AFs will vary for a site based on differences in input motions and variability/uncertainty in the dynamic properties (i.e., shear-wave velocity, nonlinear shear modulus reduction, and damping curves). This variability in AFs contributes to the epistemic uncertainty of the site term and, once estimated from the site-response analyses, can be incorporated into the hazard calculation using a convolution approach. This approach convolves the hazard curves for reference rock with the AFs and their variability to generate hazard curves for the final target horizon at which ground motions are required (Bazzurro and Cornell, 2004). The application of such a convolution, incorporating the full variability and uncertainty in both the rock hazard and the site response, is referred to as Approach 3 in the U.S. nuclear industry (McGuire et al., 2001). A key advantage of this approach is that it fully preserves the probabilities calculated at the baserock level and faithfully transfers these to the surface motions.

The role of site-response analysis in the convolution approach is to develop an AF relationship that predicts AF at each spectral period as a function of the spectral acceleration at the reference rock velocity horizon ($S_a$) at the same period. A significant number of site-response analyses are performed using a suite of input motions that spans the range of $S_a$ indicated by the rock hazard curves. In addition, the properties of the site (i.e., shear-wave velocity, layering, shear modulus reduction, and damping curves) are varied via Monte Carlo simulation to incorporate the variability and uncertainty in the site characteristics. The AF predictive relationship and its standard deviation (in natural logarithmic units) are developed by statistical regression of the AF data from the site-response analyses.

In addition to capturing the effects of shallow deposits, the site term must account for the deep shear-wave velocity ($V_S$) structure and the site attenuation parameter ($\kappa_0$) (Kienidou et al., 2013). The contribution of the deep rock column to the site term was demonstrated by Rodriguez-Marek et al. (2011), in which it was shown that borehole records located at stiff rock sites had site terms that varied significantly from site to site. The effects of the deep $V_S$ structure and of $\kappa_0$ can be captured by accounting for the differences between the target site profile and the reference (host) profile for the GMPE (e.g., Cotton et al., 2006). This adjustment is called a $V_S$–kappa ($V_S$–$\kappa$) correction, in which kappa represents the full path attenuation combining the effects of site kappa, $\kappa_0$, and $Q$ (e.g., Van Houwet et al., 2011).

The selection of the host $V_S$ profile and $\kappa_0$ value must be such that these are consistent with the host GMPEs. The anchoring $V_{S30}$ value for the host profile reflects a balance between $V_{S30}$ values that are well constrained by data (which typically are smaller $V_{S30}$ values), and larger $V_{S30}$ values that would minimize the effect of the $V_S$–kappa correction factors. The host $\kappa_0$ value must be compatible with the host GMPE and can be selected from stochastic parameter inversions from ground-motion recordings, stochastic parameter inversions, empirical GMPEs (Scherbaum et al., 2006), or GMPE-derived Fourier amplitude spectra (FAS) using inverse random vibration theory (RVT) (e.g., Rathje et al., 2005). The target $V_S$ profile and $\kappa_0$ values should reflect best estimates at the site. In the absence of appropriate measurements, epistemic uncertainty in these values must be taken into account. The epistemic uncertainties in the host and target $V_S$ profiles and $\kappa_0$ values should be reflected in the total uncertainties in the $V_S$–kappa correction factors. These uncertainties are captured in the ground-motion characterization (GMC) logic tree.

Summary of PSHA for the Partially Nonergodic Approach

Figure 1 summarizes the main components of a PSHA that uses single-station sigma and the partially nonergodic approach. The GMC for the baserock involves the development of a suite of GMPEs for the target baserock conditions and an associated single-station sigma logic tree. The target GMPEs are developed from a group of host GMPEs, each of which is adjusted to account for variations between the host and target $V_S$, $\kappa_0$, and $Q$. The single-station sigma logic tree accounts for uncertainty in both $\sigma_{ss}$ and $r$, which together reflect $\sigma_{ss}$ (equation 4). The values of $\sigma_{ss}$ and $r$ for the logic tree are selected considering values published in the literature. The baserock GMPEs and single-station sigma values are incorporated into the full logic tree for the PHSA and are used to compute the mean hazard curve for the baserock.
Site-response analyses are performed to develop site AFs and their variability for each spectral period and for different levels of input motion intensity. The input motions for these analyses are selected to represent the baserock input intensities spanned by the bedrock hazard curves, and these motions must have an appropriate spectral shape for the magnitude and distances indicated by the baserock PSHA disaggregation. The target response spectra for the input motions may be scenario-response spectra generated from the PSHA-derived uniform hazard spectra (UHS) and disaggregation or from stochastic simulations and RVT (e.g., Electric Power Research Institute [EPRI], 2013). Each of the input motions is propagated through multiple realizations of the site properties (i.e., Vs profile, nonlinear shear modulus reduction, and damping curves) to account for the uncertainty and spatial variability in the dynamic properties across the site. The computed AFs are used to define the probability distribution for AF (i.e., both median and standard deviation, assuming a lognormal distribution) for each spectral period as a function of the input motion intensity.

Site amplification is incorporated into the hazard calculation through convolution of the baserock hazard curves with the probability density function for the AFs (Bazzurro and Cornell, 2004) to compute surface hazard curves. Convolution allows each baserock ground-motion level to contribute to the hazard for each surface ground-motion level. Using the convolution approach and assuming that AF is a function solely of the spectral acceleration on rock (Sa), the hazard for the surface (λs) is calculated as

\[
\lambda_s(z) = \sum_{x_j} \left[ AF > \frac{z}{x_j} \right] \cdot p_{Sa}(x_j).
\]

in which z is the ground-motion level at the surface, \( P[AF > (z/x_j)] \cdot p_{Sa}(x_j) \) is the probability that AF is greater than \( z/x_j \) given \( Sa = x_j \), and \( p_{Sa}(x_j) \) is the annual probability of occurrence for \( Sa = x_j \). For long return periods, this probability is equal to the rate of occurrence of \( Sa = x_j \), which is approximated by differencing the rates from the computed baserock hazard curve about \( Sa = x_j \). Through equation (5), all levels of baserock motion (i.e., \( x_j \)) contribute to the surface hazard \( \lambda_s(z) \).

Assuming AF is lognormally distributed, \( P[AF > (z/x)|x] \) is computed as

\[
P \left[ AF > \frac{z}{x} \mid x \right] = \Phi \left( \frac{\ln AF - \mu_{\ln AF|x}}{\sigma_{\ln AF|x}} \right),
\]

in which \( \mu_{\ln AF|x} \) is the mean value of the natural logarithm of AF given \( Sa = x \), and \( \sigma_{\ln AF|x} \) is the standard deviation of the natural logarithm of AF given \( Sa = x \). \( \Phi(-) \) is the standard complementary Gaussian cumulative distribution function. Parameters \( \mu_{\ln AF|x} \) and \( \sigma_{\ln AF|x} \) are obtained from the site-response analyses.

The convolution approach treats all of the site amplification uncertainty/variability as aleatory variability rather than separating epistemic and aleatoric components. However, it is difficult to separate these components for site response, and thus it has become customary to lump all of the site response uncertainty/variability into aleatory variability. Nonetheless, this approach still allows for reductions in variability if more dynamic site characterization is performed, and these data show that less variability should be modeled in the site profile realizations (i.e., Monte Carlo simulations).

Practical Application: The Thyspunt Nuclear Siting Project

A site-specific PSHA was recently conducted for the Thyspunt site in South Africa, located on the southern coast of the Eastern Cape Province about 90 km west of Port Elizabeth. The Thyspunt site is under consideration for the construction of a nuclear power plant. The PSHA study was conducted following the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.208 (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission [USNRC], 2007) within the framework of an SSHAC Level 3 process (Budnitz et al., 1997; USNRC, 2012). The overall organizational structure of the project is presented in Bommer et al. (2013).

Bommer et al. (2014) provides a brief description of the seismic source characterization and GMC models and the databases on which they were based, together with a summary of the hazard results. The discussion below provides only a brief summary of the GMC model (for details see Bommer et al., 2014) and focuses on describing the components that are needed for the partially nonergodic PSHA adopted for the GMC model; namely, theVs–kappa correction, the site-response analyses, and the sigma model.

Overview of the GMC Model

There are no strong-motion recordings in South Africa, precluding the possibility of deriving empirical GMPEs for South Africa or using the so-called referenced empirical approach (Atkinson, 2008; Scasserra et al., 2009). After
opting not to attempt to derive new stochastic GMPEs for South Africa within the timeframe of the Thyspunt PSHA study, the GMC team applied a variant of the hybrid-empirical approach (Campbell, 2003) for the development of appropriate GMPEs for use in the PSHA. In a broad sense, the hybrid-empirical approach consists of using GMPEs from data-rich host regions and applying adjustments to these equations based on seismological considerations so that they are applicable to the reference rock conditions in the target region. Site-response effects were incorporated into the PSHA using the convolution approach. The reference rock shear-wave velocity horizon for the Thyspunt site is 3000 m/s (Bommer et al., 2014).

The GMPEs developed via the hybrid-empirical approach were derived from three backbone GMPEs. The selected backbone GMPEs were Abrahamson and Silva (2008; hereafter referred as AS08), Chiou and Youngs (2008; hereafter referred as CY08), and Akkar and Çağan (2010; hereafter referred as AC10). For details on the GMPE selection criteria and the adjustments applied to the backbone GMPEs, see Bommer et al. (2014). The only adjustment that is relevant to the partially nonergodic approach is the \( V_S \)–kappa correction, described in detail below.

**\( V_S \)–Kappa Correction.** The \( V_S \)–kappa adjustment factors for the response spectra were derived from the components of the theoretical FAS that account for the filter effects of the shear-wave velocity structure, \( \kappa_0 \), and \( Q \). The effects of the shear-wave velocity profiles were quantified by the quarter-wavelength method (Joyner et al., 1981), the effects of \( \kappa_0 \) were quantified by a \( \kappa_0 \) filter (Anderson and Hough, 1984), and the effects of \( Q \) were quantified by a path attenuation filter. The theoretical adjustments to the FAS were applied by multiplication of the host-region FAS and the ratio of the FAS filters for the target and host parameters. The adjusted FAS were converted to response spectra via RVT, and the adjusted response spectra were used with the original response spectra to compute the frequency-dependent adjustment factors for spectral acceleration.

Rather than developing a full suite of stochastic parameters to generate the host-region FAS, as originally proposed by Campbell (2003) for the hybrid-empirical approach, the host-region FAS were derived from acceleration response spectra via inverse RVT (e.g., Gasparini and Vanmarcke, 1976; Rathje et al., 2005). Host-region FAS were generated from response spectra for each backbone GMPE for a scenario earthquake of \( M_w 5.75 \), \( R_{BB} 10 \) km, and \( R_{rup} 12.7 \) km, a scenario that was based on early disaggregation results using a preliminary hazard model. The host \( \kappa_0 \) associated with each GMPE was computed from the slope of the log(FAS) versus frequency curve in the frequency range of about 5–15 Hz. Because of deficiencies in the response spectra at frequencies greater than about 20 Hz, the FAS derived via inverse RVT were not reliable at higher frequencies. Therefore, the derived \( \kappa_0 \) values were used to extrapolate the FAS for frequencies greater than 15 Hz.

The host shear-wave velocity profile selected for the \( V_S \) profile adjustment was the generic California rock profile of Boore and Joyner (1997), which has a \( V_S^{30} = 618 \) m/s. Shear-wave velocity profiles from Turkish strong-motion stations (Sandikkayaa et al., 2010) and crustal profiles in Turkey (Tezel et al., 2010) confirmed that this model was also appropriate for AC10, which is a GMPE developed from Turkish strong-motion recordings. For the target \( V_S \) profile, the generic eastern North America rock profile of Boore and Joyner (1997) was adopted but adjusted by simple truncation of the profile at shallow depths so that it had a shear-wave velocity of 3000 m/s at the surface. This profile was deemed appropriate based on comparison with upper crustal velocities in South Africa reported by Kgaswane et al. (2009). The host \( \kappa_0 \) values for each GMPE were calculated as 0.0397, 0.0372, and 0.0386 s for AS08, CY08, and AC10, respectively. Based on the analysis of weak-motion recordings at South African sites analogous to the bedrock at the Thyspunt site, three target \( \kappa_0 \) values (0.0050, 0.0030, and 0.0011 s) were selected. The \( \kappa_0 \) value of 0.0030 s was inferred from a frequency limit of 40 Hz, which corresponds to the maximum useable frequency in the weak-motion recordings and below which no effects of \( \kappa_0 \) were observed. The other \( \kappa_0 \) values were selected based on values commonly used for hard rock in other parts of the world \( (\kappa_0 = 0.0050 \text{ s}) \) and a maximum frequency of interest of 100 Hz \( (\kappa_0 = 0.0011 \text{ s}) \). Finally, the \( Q \) adjustment was based on a host region \( Q \) model for western North America (Campbell, 2003) and a South Africa \( Q \) model based on weak-motion inversions (Bommer et al., 2014).

The \( V_S \)–kappa adjustments are summarized in Figure 2. The FAS derived from inverse RVT for the three GMPEs and used to estimate the host \( \kappa_0 \) values are shown in Figure 2a. The original and adjusted FAS are shown in Figure 2b. The adjusted FAS are smaller than the original FAS at frequencies less than about 7 Hz because of the larger shear-wave velocity in the target region, whereas the adjusted FAS are larger than the original FAS at higher frequencies due to the smaller \( \kappa_0 \). The calculated \( V_S \)–kappa adjustment factors for response spectral acceleration for the three GMPEs and three target \( \kappa_0 \) are shown in Figure 2c.

A point worth emphasizing is that there are clearly uncertainties in both the host and target \( V_S \) profiles and kappa values, all of which could have been mapped into a rather cumbersome logic tree. The key point is that the final range of \( V_S \)–kappa adjustment factors captures the range of epistemic uncertainty implied by the possible combinations of these individual uncertainties. To avoid a computational penalty for the hazard calculations, it was decided to use a simple three-branch logic tree with different adjustment factors computed from a wide range of target kappa values. Application of these three factors transformed the three selected backbone GMPEs into nine new equations. As explained in Bommer et al. (2014) these were then transformed into 36 equations through the application of scaling factors for host-to-target region differences.
Analyses were conducted to explore the sensitivity of anchoring the adjustments to a single magnitude and distance scenario by generating $V_S$–kappa adjustment factors for a wide range of magnitudes and distances. The results showed that for most scenarios (with larger magnitudes and at longer distances) the factors would be smaller (Fig. 3), hence it was concluded to be a conservative option to use adjustment factors developed for a single scenario and avoid the computational penalty of developing adjustment factors that vary with magnitude and distance.

**Site-Response Model.** The statistical models used to generate site properties for Thyspunt for the Monte Carlo simulations are described below, along with the development of the site amplification relationships.

**Site Characterization.** The Thyspunt site is underlain by Palaeozoic bedrock of the Table Mountain group that is part of the Cape fold belt. Four sedimentary formations are found across the site: the Peninsula, Cedarberg, Goudini, and Skurweberg formations. The Peninsula and Skurweberg formations consist primarily of quartzitic sandstone, the Cedarberg formation consists of black shale, and the Goudini formation consists of finer grained quartzitic sandstone with some mudstone/shale and siltstone. The currently proposed site footprint of the nuclear island is located primarily within the Goudini formation (Fig. 4), with the Cedarberg and Peninsula formations to the north and the Skurweberg formation to the south along the coast.

The seismic site characterization for the Thyspunt site involved the measurement of the shear-wave velocity as a function of depth at multiple locations across the site. Two distinct field methods were used to measure shear-wave velocity: the multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) and $P_S$ suspension logging. MASW testing was performed at six locations across the Thyspunt site, and $P_S$ suspension logging was performed at 29 locations during two phases of testing. The majority of the testing was performed within the Goudini formation, the geologic unit underlying the majority of the planned footprint of the Thyspunt facilities.

![Figure 2.](image)
The large number and spatial breadth of test locations across the site allowed the site characterization to cover any potential relocation or expansion of the nuclear island. A substantial layer of sand overlies much of the site. This layer is absent along the southern coastline, but inland it ranges from a few meters to more than 20 m thick. The presence of the thick sand cover at the site led to low resolution in the MASW results at the depths of interest. For this reason, the $V_S$ model was developed using only the $PS$ suspension logging results.

$PS$ suspension logging is a borehole technique that measures the shear- and compression-wave velocity of the material adjacent to the borehole wall. The $PS$ suspension logging method directly measures the shear-wave velocity at different depths using travel-time measurements between locations a known distance apart. Testing was performed in 21 boreholes located on the Goudini formation, 4 boreholes on the Cedarberg formation, 3 boreholes on the Skurweberg formation, and 1 borehole on the Peninsula formation. The Skurweberg and Peninsula formations are stiffer than the Goudini formation and thus not representative of the material underlying the footprint of the planned facilities. Twenty-six shear-wave velocity profiles measured by $PS$ logging within the Goudini and Cedarberg formations are plotted together in Figure 5a. All velocity profiles are plotted with respect to the top of rock, as identified in the borehole at the base of the sand layer. The average velocity profile starts at about $1200 \text{ m/s}$ at the top of rock and linearly increases to about $3000 \text{ m/s}$ at 60 m depth.

There is considerable variability between the individual velocity profiles. Systematic spatial variability among the velocity profiles was investigated; however, no trends were observed, so the data were analyzed together. Figure 5b plots the standard deviation of the natural logarithm of the $V_S$ data ($\sigma_{\ln V_S}$) as a function of depth. The standard deviation is only shown over depths for which there are three or more measurements of shear-wave velocity. Generally, $\sigma_{\ln V_S}$ decreases with depth; values are between 0.2 and 0.3 near the surface and approach 0.1 at depth. The variability increases at depths...
greater than about 70 m, but this apparent increase is most likely caused by the reduction in the number of velocity profiles at these depths coupled with the smaller shear-wave velocities (i.e., \( \sim 2000 \text{ m/s} \)) measured in one borehole at these depths (Fig. 5a).

The shear-wave velocity data in Figure 5 were used to develop site-specific statistical models for the generation of shear-wave velocity profiles for Monte Carlo simulation. The statistical generation of shear-wave velocity profiles involves a layering model and a velocity model. The layering model describes the variation of layer thickness (or layer transition rate) and is used to generate the thicknesses of layers within a simulated velocity profile. The velocity model describes the statistical variation of shear-wave velocity within each layer and is used to assign velocities to the layers in the simulated profile.

The layering model is based on the model developed by Toro (1995), which is a nonhomogenous Poisson model in which the average layer transition rate (\( \lambda_t \)) is depth dependent. The average layer transition rate represents the number of layer boundaries per meter, and its inverse is analogous to the average layer thickness. To develop the layering model, each \( V_S \) profile was discretized into layers of constant slowness (i.e., reciprocal of \( V_S \)) based on visual inspection of the slowness profile. Slowness was used rather than shear-wave velocity because slowness emphasizes lower velocity layers, which more strongly influence site amplification. The observed number of layer transitions within 10 m bins was used to compute the average transition rate as a function of depth (Fig. 6a). The exponential functional form proposed by Toro (1995) was fit to the data and is also shown in Figure 6a. The model indicates \( \lambda_t \) equal to 0.3 \( \text{ m}^{-1} \) near the surface (i.e., average layer thickness of about 3 m) and \( \lambda_t \) equal to 0.11 \( \text{ m}^{-1} \) at a depth of 80 m (i.e., thickness about 9 m). The generic layering model developed by Toro (1995), which generally displays smaller \( \lambda_t \) (i.e., thicker layers) than the Thyspunt data at all depths is also shown in Figure 6a. This difference is attributed to the fact that the Toro (1995) model is based on \( V_S \) profiles at predominantly soil sites, whereas the Thyspunt site is a rock site.

For each simulated shear-wave velocity profile, the layer thicknesses are generated using the layering model and then velocities are assigned to these layers. Assuming a lognormal distribution for shear-wave velocity, the shear-wave velocity of a layer is derived from the median \( V_S \) at mid-depth of that layer (Fig. 5a), the standard deviation of the natural logarithm of \( V_S \) at mid-depth of that layer (Fig. 5b), and an interlayer correlation coefficient \( \rho \) (Toro, 1995).

The interlayer correlation model for Thyspunt was developed by first computing the normalized residual (\( \varepsilon \)) of the natural logarithm of \( V_S \) in each layer and then calculating the correlation coefficient between \( \varepsilon \) values from adjacent layers. Toro (1995) developed a model for the interlayer correlation coefficient that is dependent on depth and the distance between the midpoint of adjacent layers. To investigate the influence of depth (\( d \)) and interlayer separation distance (\( th \)) on the Thyspunt data, \( \rho \) was computed for \( \varepsilon \) values in different bins of \( d \) and \( th \) with bin widths of \( \Delta d \) and \( \Delta th \), respectively. Bins are required such that enough data pairs are available to compute \( \rho \). Values of \( \Delta d \) between 5 and 20 m, and values of \( \Delta th \) between 1 and 9 m were considered; \( \rho \) was computed for bins that contained at least 10 pairs of \( \varepsilon \).

**Figure 5.** Site-specific shear-wave velocity model for the Thyspunt site: (a) median shear-wave velocity profile and (b) \( \sigma_{\ln V_S} \) profile.
Figure 6b plots computed $\rho$ values versus depth for different values of $th$ using bin widths of $\Delta th = 2$ m and $\Delta d = 5$ m. The influence of $th$ is not strong, which suggests a correlation model that is independent of interlayer separation. Figure 6c shows the computed $\rho$ values versus depth in which $\rho$ is computed using all pairs of adjacent layers using $\Delta d = 1$m. There is no systematic variation of $\rho$ with depth, and thus an average $\rho$ value of 0.5 was used.

To illustrate the velocity profiles generated using the models described, a subset of 10 shear-wave velocity profiles are plotted versus depth in Figure 7. These 10 realizations show that the layer thicknesses vary from profile to profile and the thickness generally increases with depth. The simulated profiles are located both above and below the median $V_s$ model, and a single profile may be above the median at some depths and below the median at others. One-hundred simulated velocity profiles were developed for the site-response analyses. Using 100 simulations, both the median velocity profile and the variation of $\sigma_{ln V_s}$ with depth were captured by the Monte Carlo simulations.
The nonlinear properties of the rock describe the reduction in shear modulus \(G/G_{\text{max}}\) and the increase in damping ratio \(D\) with shear strain. It is difficult to measure the nonlinear properties of fractured rock in the laboratory because of the influence of discontinuities and jointing on the results, and therefore no dynamic laboratory testing was performed on rock cores from the site. However, relevant studies from the literature were identified to inform the selection of the nonlinear rock properties.

Most of the published laboratory studies on rock focus on measuring the small-strain shear modulus \(G_{\text{max}}\) and small-strain damping ratio \(D_{\text{min}}\) rather than the variation of these properties with shear strain. One notable exception is Choi (2008), a study that measured the modulus reduction and damping curves of welded volcanic tuff formations from Nevada and New Mexico. Although volcanic tuff formations are different from the sedimentary formations at Thyspunt, the measured shear-wave velocities of the tuff specimens are similar to those measured at Thyspunt and are considered applicable to the sedimentary units at Thyspunt. An additional source of information regarding the nonlinear properties of rock is Schnabel (1973). These properties are shown in Figure 8 along with the range of values reported by Choi (2008). The Schnabel (1973) curves generally are consistent with the range reported by Choi (2008) and thus are used as the basis for the curves used in the analyses for Thyspunt. However, the original Schnabel (1973) damping curve is adjusted to larger damping values based on the highly weathered and fractured nature of the rock at Thyspunt and the observed increase in damping due to cracking reported by Choi (2008).

The Darendeli and Stokoe (2001) models for nonlinear property variability are used for the Monte Carlo simulations. The Darendeli and Stokoe (2001) model assumes that the parameters \(G/G_{\text{max}}\) and \(D\) are normally distributed at each strain level and that the standard deviation for each is a function of the magnitude of \(G/G_{\text{max}}\) and \(D\), respectively. To avoid the simulation of unphysical \(G/G_{\text{max}}\) and \(D\) values, the normal distributions were truncated at 0.05 and 1.0 for \(G/G_{\text{max}}\) and 0.1% and 15% for \(D\). A correlation coefficient of \(-0.5\) was used to model the negative correlation between the \(G/G_{\text{max}}\) and \(D\) curves.

**Site-Response Analyses.** The site-response analyses were performed using the program Strata (Kottke and Rathje, 2008). The program Strata performs 1D equivalent-linear site-response analysis in which the nonlinear response of the soil and rock is modeled through strain-compatible properties. The site response can be computed using either input time series or the RVT approach (e.g., Silva et al., 1997; Rathje and Ozben, 2006). The RVT approach was used in this project because the input excitation can be defined from a response spectrum using inverse RVT (e.g., Rathje et al., 2005), which avoids the need of generating time-domain input motions and also results in a significant reduction in computational costs. Strata also allows users to perform Monte Carlo simulations that statistically vary the site layering, the shear wave associated with each layer, and the nonlinear properties.

The input motions for the site-response analyses were developed from the UHS for the reference rock condition. Scenario spectra fit to the high-frequency (HF) and low-frequency (LF) portions of the UHS were generated for three hazard levels (annual frequencies of exceedance equal to \(10^{-4}\), \(10^{-5}\), and \(10^{-6}\)) resulting in six different input response spectra. The HF spectra were developed from the magnitude and distance disaggregations at 5–10 Hz and the LF spectra from the magnitude and distance disaggregations at 1–2.5 Hz. For the HF spectra a GMPE-computed response spectrum for the M, R scenario was scaled to the UHS at a frequency of 7.5 Hz, and for the LF spectra the GMPE-computed response spectrum was scaled to the UHS at a frequency of 1.75 Hz. To account for the different GMPEs and the different \(V_s\)-kappa corrections, the GMPE-computed response spectra were weighted response spectra computed from the nine GMPEs developed as part of this project (i.e., three backbone GMPEs times the three \(V_s\)-kappa corrections).

The resulting HF and LF scenario spectra are plotted in Figure 9; the intensity of these spectra spans about one order of magnitude. A suite of input motions associated with only three hazard levels was deemed sufficient for the Thyspunt site because it is very stiff and the AFs will not vary significantly with \(S_a\). For each input motion, 100 Monte Carlo simulations were performed on the site properties (i.e., shear-wave velocity profile and nonlinear property curves).

The AFs computed from the \(10^{-5}\) LF scenario spectrum are plotted in Figure 10a. The median AF indicates amplification of about 1.2–1.5 at periods less than 0.25 s, with.
decreasing values of AF toward 1.0 at periods greater than 0.25 s. There is variability in the computed AF because of the variability in the site properties modeled through the Monte Carlo simulations. This variability is largest at periods less than 0.1 s. The standard deviation of the natural logarithm of AF ($\sigma_{\ln\text{AF}}$) is plotted in Figure 10b. The $\sigma_{\ln\text{AF}}$ varies from about 0.2 at short periods to close to 0.0 at periods greater than 1.0 s.

The site-response results were used to develop AF relationships that describe the variation of AF with input $S_a$ and provide an associated $\sigma_{\ln\text{AF}}$. Figure 11 plots the computed AF data versus $S_a$ for four representative periods. The large stiffness of the site results in a very minor $S_a$ dependence for AF. A linear relationship was fit between the natural logarithm of AF and the natural logarithm of $S_a$ to model the median AF. An associated $\sigma_{\ln\text{AF}}$ was computed for each period (Fig. 12).

Epistemic modeling uncertainty, defined by Toro et al. (1997) as the uncertainty in the true bias of a model, is associated with all types of site-response models used in engineering seismology. One-dimensional site-response analysis does not capture all aspects of wave propagation at a site, and this issue potentially results in a bias with respect to the true site amplification. Currently, there are no published estimates of the uncertainty in the bias of site amplification estimates. Therefore, an analysis of a small set of Japanese KiK-net borehole array sites was used to inform the selection of this epistemic uncertainty. The mean bias between
predicted equivalent-linear AFs and recorded AFs was computed for nine KiK-net soil sites. The standard deviation of the mean bias values across the nine sites ($\sigma_{\mu}$) is a measure of the epistemic uncertainty associated with the 1D equivalent linear analyses at those sites. The computed $\sigma_{\mu}$ was about 0.15 at short periods, increased to about 0.4 for periods between 0.1 and 0.5 s, and decreased toward 0.25 at a period of 2.0 s.

Because the Thyspunt site is a rock site and the levels of site amplification are relatively small, it is expected that $\sigma_{\mu}$ is smaller than those for soil sites. In addition, because the site

**Figure 10.** (a) Computed amplification factors (AFs) for 100 Monte Carlo simulations for a single-input motion spectrum, and (b) standard deviation of the natural logarithm of AF ($\sigma_{\ln \text{AF}}$). The input motion for these analyses is the $10^{-5}$ LF spectrum (Fig. 8).

**Figure 11.** Amplification versus $S_{a_{\text{rock}}}$ for $T = 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, \text{ and } 0.4$ s.
amplification approaches 1.0 at longer periods (Fig. 10a), $\sigma_\mu$ is expected to decrease with increasing period. Using this reasoning $\sigma_\mu$ was taken as 0.15 at periods less than 0.1 s and decreasing to 0.05 at periods greater than 1.0 s (Fig. 12). The values of $\sigma_\mu$ are combined with the $\sigma_{\ln\ AF}$ values using the square root of the sum of the squares to generate a total standard deviation ($\sigma_{\text{total}}$) that is used in the convolution calculations (Fig. 12).

**Sigma Model.** A partially nonergodic sigma model was adopted for the Thyspunt PSHA. The requirements for adoption of this model were satisfied because a site-specific $V_S$–kappa correction was applied to the backbone GMPEs and because site-response calculations were performed. The epistemic uncertainty in the site term was taken into account through the use of branches in the median logic tree for the $V_S$–kappa correction factors (Fig. 2c) and by the inclusion of variability in the site AFs from the geotechnical site-response analyses (Fig. 10b). The requirement that the epistemic uncertainty in the single-station sigma be included was satisfied by incorporating a sigma logic tree that represents the epistemic uncertainty in the sigma model.

One of the motivating factors for adopting a partially nonergodic approach is to avoid double-counting uncertainty. Double counting occurs when the modifications to the backbone GMPE that are meant to correct for site-specific effects (e.g., the $V_S$–kappa correction and the site-response calculations) introduce epistemic uncertainty, and this uncertainty is also included in sigma through the site-to-site variability ($\phi_{\text{S2S}}$ in equation 3). Therefore, the partially nonergodic approach ignores $\phi_{\text{S2S}}$ (equation 4). However, at long periods the range of adjustment factors for the $V_S$–kappa corrections (Fig. 2) and the variability in the site AFs (Fig. 10b) is small, and therefore this approach may underestimate the epistemic uncertainty in the site term at long periods. For this reason, a partial site-to-site variability term ($\delta\phi_{\text{S2S}}$) was included in the sigma model. The sigma model becomes

$$
\sigma_{\text{TSP}} = \sqrt{\tau^2 + \phi_{\text{S2S}}^2 + (\delta\phi_{\text{S2S}})^2},
$$

in which $\sigma_{\text{TSP}}$ denotes the sigma used for the hazard analyses at the Thyspunt site and $\delta\phi_{\text{S2S}}$ is a correction to the pure single-station sigma model (i.e., equation 4) to account for the fact that the full epistemic uncertainty in the site term may not be accounted for by the various logic-tree branches for the median ground-motion model and the convolution calculation. This approach introduces a measure of epistemic uncertainty ($\delta\phi_{\text{S2S}}$) into the aleatoric standard deviation. Although this mixture of epistemic and aleatory uncertainty generally is undesired, this approach is common to most past PSHA studies in which the uncertainty in the site term (i.e., the site-to-site variability, $\phi_{\text{S2S}}$) has always been included in the total (ergodic) standard deviation.

A schematic representation of the sigma model is shown in Figure 13. The median sigma models were built from the components in equation (7): $\phi_{\text{S2S}}$, $\tau$, and $\delta\phi_{\text{S2S}}$. Two median sigma models were considered for the sigma logic tree: a magnitude-independent (homoskedastic) model and a magnitude-dependent (heteroskedastic) model. The two models represent the differing views in the scientific community on the magnitude dependency of sigma. Moreover, the two models represent a trade-off between simplicity (i.e.,

---

**Figure 12.** Period dependence of $\sigma_{\ln\ AF}$, $\sigma_\mu$, and $\sigma_{\text{total}}$ for the site-response model. $\sigma_{\ln\ AF}$ represents the variability in AF from the 1D site-response modeling, $\sigma_\mu$ represents the epistemic uncertainty in mean estimates of AF from 1D site-response modeling, and $\sigma_{\text{total}}$ is the square root of the sum of the squares of $\sigma_{\ln\ AF}$ and $\sigma_\mu$.

**Figure 13.** Schematic representation of the sigma model. The top two boxes (in bold) have alternative homoskedastic and heteroskedastic models.
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model is consistent with previously published data (Atkinson, 2006; Lin et al., 2011).

The median τ model was selected from between-event variability models in existing GMPEs. Figure 16 shows the τ values from the Next Generation Attenuation (NGA) models, which are deemed to be well constrained. The CY08 τ values are in the midrange of all the other NGA models. For this reason, the CY08 τ model was selected as the heteroskedastic median τ model. For the homoskedastic model, the values at the midrange of the high τ at large magnitudes were selected as the median model. These values correspond to the CY08 model for a magnitude of 6.0.

To evaluate the partial site-to-site variability (δϕ_S25) required at long periods, the equivalent variability associated with the V_S–kappa correction and site-response calculations is considered along with a minimum level of epistemic uncertainty for the site term. The variability introduced by the V_S–kappa correction can be computed by obtaining the standard deviation of the natural logarithms of the weighted V_S–kappa adjustment factors (σ_V,S). The computed values of σ_V,S vary across period, as shown in Figure 17. The variability introduced by the site-response calculations was taken as the standard deviation of the site AFs (σ_σ,σ,site). This standard deviation was computed from a preliminary set of site-response calculations and is also shown in Figure 17. Because the site response at the Thyspunt site is linear, the two sources of uncertainty can be combined using

\[ \sigma_{σ,σ,site} = \sqrt{σ_{V,S}^2 + σ_{σ,σ,site}^2} \]

in which σ_{σ,σ,site} represents the epistemic uncertainty for the site term. The resulting σ_{σ,σ,site} (Fig. 17) is very small at periods greater than about 0.3 s. The δϕ_S25 values were selected such that the combination of σ_{σ,σ,site} and δϕ_S25 is larger than a minimum target value (σ_{σ,σ,σ,site,min}) at all periods.

The choice for this target value (σ_{σ,σ,σ,site,min}) was informed by observations from the KiK-net database. The KiK-net database has recordings at the surface and at depth, with most of the at-depth instruments embedded in bedrock at depths of 100 or 200 m below the surface. The at-depth instruments allow for the quantification of the site-to-site variability at the borehole depth (ϕ_S25), and the shear-wave velocities associated with these depths are analogous to the stiff Thyspunt site. Figure 18 plots ϕ_S25 as a function of shear-wave velocity at the borehole for four spectral periods. The site-to-site standard deviation at the borehole (ϕ_S25) has a value of about 0.2 for all spectral periods. This value also appears to be independent of the shear-wave velocity at the borehole.

The selected target value for σ_{σ,σ,σ,site,min} was 0.1. This value reflects a balance between the observed site-to-site variability at the borehole in the KiK-net data (ϕ_S25 = 0.2) and the zero epistemic uncertainty implied by the large stiffness of the Thyspunt site, which results in no site response or V_S–kappa effects at long periods. Hence, δϕ_S25 was selected as the lowest value that would satisfy

\[ \sqrt{σ_{V,S}^2 + σ_{σ,σ,site}^2 + \deltaϕ_{S25}^2} \geq 0.1. \]

The selected values of δϕ_S25 are shown in Figure 17.
Epistemic Uncertainty for the Sigma Model. The value of $\phi_{ss}$ at a given station is, in principle, a quantity that can be measured; hence its uncertainty is epistemic in nature. The quantification of this epistemic uncertainty is one of the requisites for the use of a single-station sigma approach (Requirement 3). In addition, the value adopted for $\tau$, by necessity, was imported from other regions and has its own epistemic uncertainty. No epistemic uncertainty for $\delta \phi_{525}$ was considered. The quantification of the epistemic uncertainty for $\phi_{ss}$ and $\tau$ is discussed below.

As discussed in the previous section, the median models for $\phi_{ss}$ were estimated from the PRP database because no recordings exist at the Thyspunt site. Similarly, the epistemic uncertainty for $\phi_{ss}$ can be estimated using the site-to-site variability of this parameter across sites from the PRP database. This is akin to adopting an ergodic approach on $\phi_{ss}$. The coefficient of variation for $\phi_{ss}$ (i.e., $\text{std}(\phi_{ss})$ divided by the expected value of $\phi_{ss}$) from sites from the PRP database is between 0.2 and 0.25, but these values are estimated from a small number of sites and hence include statistical error. An estimate of the true coefficient of variation for $\phi_{ss}$ was obtained by generating large artificial datasets with known coefficients of variation and trying to match the observed coefficients of variation from the PRP database. The true coefficient of variation was estimated to be equal to 0.1, and this results in $\text{std}(\phi_{ss}) = 0.1 \times \phi_{ss}$. This value was obtained assuming a homoskedastic model.

A similar exercise for the heteroskedastic model was not possible because there are not enough recordings to obtain estimates of the coefficient of variation for different magnitude ranges. However, with the exception of magnitude effects, the same factors that control the variability in $\phi_{ss}$ for the homoskedastic model also control this variability in the heteroskedastic model. Moreover, magnitude effects imply that the variability in $\phi_{ss}$ for the homoskedastic model is an upper bound to that of the heteroskedastic model. For these reasons, the estimates of the coefficient of variation for the homoskedastic model were applied to the heteroskedastic model as well.

The epistemic uncertainty of $\phi_{ss}$ was assumed to be normally distributed and was modeled using a three-point distribution that maintains the mean and standard deviation of the original distribution (e.g., a discrete distribution with values of mean−1.6 std, mean, and mean+1.6 std and weights of 0.2, 0.6, and 0.2, respectively). Thus the high $\phi_{ss}$ was taken as the median $\phi_{ss} + 1.6 \text{std}(\phi_{ss})$, and the low $\phi_{ss}$ was taken as the median $\phi_{ss} − 1.6 \text{std}(\phi_{ss})$.

For $\tau$ there is a large spread in the published values in existing GMPEs, and there are no clear trends with the size of the database or with the degree of regionalization. For this reason, it was deemed appropriate to also consider epistemic uncertainty for $\tau$. The same degree of epistemic uncertainty was applied to $\tau$ as to $\phi_{ss}$ (e.g., the epistemic uncertainty on $\tau$ is modeled by a coefficient of variation of 0.1 and a three-point distribution). The resulting high, median, and low models cover the range of $\tau$ values from published relationships.

**Figure 19.** Schematic representation of the Thyspunt probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis sigma model.

It was also decided to couple the epistemic uncertainty on $\tau$ with the epistemic uncertainty on $\phi_{ss}$, such that the high $\phi_{ss}$ and high $\tau$ were used together, as were the low $\phi_{ss}$ and low $\tau$. The final sigma logic tree is shown in Figure 19.

Discussion and Conclusions

Among the most important developments in seismic-hazard assessments in the last two decades have been the great advances in understanding and accounting for uncertainties in the estimation of ground motions used as input to engineering design and assessment. A key step in this process was the clear distinction between aleatory variability and epistemic uncertainties, allowing each to be addressed in an appropriate fashion. Aleatory variability is directly incorporated into the integrations performed within PSHA, which is becoming the global standard despite some regulatory guidelines that sustain the parallel practice of deterministic hazard assessments (e.g., International Atomic Energy Agency [IAEA], 2010). Epistemic uncertainties are now routinely incorporated into PSHA studies through the use of logic trees (e.g., Bommer and Scherbaum, 2008), and there are guidelines on how to conduct multi-expert assessments to populate and assign weights to the branches of logic trees (USNRC, 2012).

Now that uncertainties are being more completely accounted for in seismic-hazard studies, attention has become
more focused on ways to diminish the uncertainties. Theoretically, only epistemic uncertainty can be reduced through the collection of more data, because aleatory variability represents the inherent randomness in earthquake processes. However, there are elements of aleatory variability that are treated as being random (or which appear as random with respect to the models employed) but are in fact epistemic uncertainties. Transforming such elements from aleatory variability to epistemic uncertainty opens the possibility for their subsequent reduction through data collection. A very promising development in this regard has been the introduction of the concepts of single-station and single-path sigma in ground-motion prediction. The single-station sigma concept can be invoked if the epistemic uncertainty in the site-specific component of the ground-motion predictions can be accounted for in the modeling of site effects, both for the near-surface materials and the deeper site profile.

This paper has described the incorporation of $V_S$–kappa adjustments, site-response analyses, and single-station sigma in the ground-motion model developed for the PSHA carried out for a nuclear site in South Africa. The use of site-specific $V_S$–kappa adjustments and site-response analyses, as well as the inclusion of epistemic uncertainty in the $V_S$–kappa adjustments and the variability in the site AFs, allowed the project to adopt the partially nonergodic PSHA approach and hence use single-station sigma. The single-station sigma concept has been proposed only recently, and this project is one of the first to adopt it. The use of single-station sigma prevented the artificial inflation of uncertainty that can result from compounding the ground-motion and site-response components of uncertainty. The framework used in this project can serve as a model for the rigorous treatment of epistemic uncertainty for site-specific analysis in regions without a significant number of ground-motion recordings.

The collection of a significant amount of shear-wave velocity data contributed toward the development of the reference rock velocity horizon and provided the data to constrain the shear-wave velocity model for the site-response analyses. In particular, the shear-wave velocity profiles allowed for the accurate quantification of the variability in $V_S$ across the site and the development of site-specific models for layer thickness and interlayer correlation. These elements are necessary to accurately model the epistemic uncertainty in the site response.

Weak-motion recordings played an important role in developing the seismological parameters $\kappa_0$ and $Q$ used in the $V_S$–kappa adjustments for the GMPEs. However, the limited frequency band of the available recordings and the use of recordings from sites with velocity conditions different than the reference rock conditions at the nuclear site resulted in significant uncertainty in the appropriate $\kappa_0$ values to use for the $V_S$–kappa correction. To remedy this situation for future projects, it is recommended to install suitable instruments at the surface and at depth at the reference rock velocity horizon. By suitable instruments we mean those with a flat response function at high frequencies, combined with a high sampling rate, which is not necessarily the case with so-called broadband seismographs (contrary to what the name might suggest). The borehole recordings will allow for direct measurement of $\kappa_0$ for the reference rock condition, and the combination of borehole and surface recordings will provide direct calculation of site amplification. These measurements will reduce the uncertainty in $\kappa_0$ and better constrain the site AFs. The installation of such instrument configurations may be costly and, to be useful to a PSHA, must be done as early as possible to increase the chances of obtaining recordings. This will therefore require considerable foresight on the part of project sponsors, but it could also bring very significant benefits in terms of reduced uncertainty in the HF region of the resulting response spectra, which may have important implications for nuclear facilities.

Data and Resources

Weak-motion recordings used to estimate values of kappa were obtained from the South African National Seismological Network (SANSN; http://www.geoscience.org.za, last accessed 4 July 2013). Shear-wave velocity profiles used for site-response analyses were obtained as part of the Thyspunt Nuclear Siting Project and are proprietary; however, these will be made publicly available in 2014 (see Bommer et al., 2014).
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